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Fame remains fleeting for
well-known marks internationally
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al recognition that well-known
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trademark protection internation- local markets in which their prodUnfortunately, international law
ally. Yet well-known marks are en- ucts are sold.
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sistent protection for a tradeer of the iPad mark. Apple remark’s renown.
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his name Qiaodan was
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clothing company in China. His
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Even where renown alone is
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sidered.
local. While teaching a class on
marks” subject to special protecMost countries made the easy
international intellectual property
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default to requiring local use for
in May in Beijing, I asked my stuAct are limited to marks that are
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dents to list famous marks they
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By contrast in the European
Union, marks need only have a
“reputation” to qualify for enhanced protection. China requires
that a mark be “widely known to
the relevant sectors of the public
and enjoy a relatively high reputation in China.” These varying
tests virtually assure that the
same mark will face inconsistent
treatment.
Despite the heavy burden of
fame that marks must carry,
changes in China’s new trademark
law are signaling some relief. Although China still requires a determination of well-known status
through an administrative proceeding, it recognizes the right of
well-known mark owners to prevent others from using the marks
on dissimilar goods. (Article 13)
This significantly strengthens a
mark owner’s ability to stop unauthorized uses on unrelated goods.
China has also increased the protection against bad faith registration by unauthorized parties. For
well-known mark owners, the
time limit for challenging such
registrations have been eliminated. (Article 45)
While international standards
remain in transition, there are
positive steps current owners can
take to strengthen their mark’s
potential fragility in the global
marketplace. The first is to select
critical markets and register the
mark prior to entry. Unlike the
United States, most countries do
not require use before registration.
While deciding which countries
to enter, consideration and registration of transliterations should
be part of the strategic plan. Unlike the United States, most countries do not translate foreign
terms into their domestic-language equivalent to determine infringement.
If the mark is already sufficiently famous, registration in those
countries like China that maintain
a well-known marks entry can significantly enhance enforcement efforts. If a product or service is
popular enough to attract the attention of counterfeiters, being
“famous” may still be the heaviest
burden, but also the strongest defense, a mark carries.
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